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Topic: (Unit-8 ; Lesson-1,2)

Salam (Islamic Greeting)
Question and Answer:
1. How does a Muslim greet another Muslim?
Answer: A Muslim should greet another Muslim by saying “As- salamu alaikum”.
2. What is the meaning of salam?
Answer: Salam means “Peace be upon you”.
3. What does salam create among Muslims?
Answer: Salam helps to create a good relationship among Muslims. It shows
that all Muslims are brothers.
4. What is the response to the greeting of salam?
Answer: The response to the greeting of salam is: Wa ‘alaikumus salam.
Fill in the Blanks with a suitable word or sentence
(Islam, peace, wish, brothers, salam)
a. Salam is a good wish among Muslims.
b. I say salam when I meet a Muslim.
c. Salam shows all Muslims are brothers.
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d. Salam is a unique greeting in Islam.
e. The meaning of salam is peace.
Mark the Correct Answer:
1. A Muslim greets a Muslim by saying
a. Hello
b. Good Morning
c. As- salamu 'alikum. 
2. The meaning of salam is
a. Peace be upon you
b. God bless you
c. How are you
3. Salam is a good wish among
a. Christians
b. Muslims
c. Hindus

Unit-8, Lesson-2 (To Whom Salam is Offered):
Question and Answer:
1. What should a Muslim do when he meets non-Muslims?
Answer: A Muslim does not say salam to non-Muslims, but can say “Hello” or
other greetings.
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2. Mention the hadith related to Salam.
Answer: Abu Hurairah (R.A) narrated that the messenger of Allah (S.A.W) said:
“The young should say Salam to the old, the passer-by to the one sitting, and the
small (group) to the large one”.
Mark Right ( ) or Wrong (×):
a. A Muslim should say Salam to Muslim only ()
b. A Muslim can greet a kafir with Salam. (x)
c. Salam is an Islamic greeting. ()
d. Salam is an expression of mutual respect and love among Muslims. ()
e. When a Muslim meets another Muslim, he should say: Ahlan wa Sahlan
or Hi. (x)
Fill in the blanks with a suitable word:
{Salam, love, Muslims, elders, larger}
a. A young Muslim should say salam to his elders.
b. A son should say salam to his parents.
c. The Muslim should love and respect each other.
d. Salam is said among Muslims only.
e. The smaller group should say salam to the larger one.
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